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22-7     Electric Loops and Solenoid

Current Loop

A Current-carrying wire can produce magnetic field.

Figure 22-25a Figure 22-25b
The Magnetic Field of a 

Current Loop
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The Magnetic Field of a 

Current Loop



Figure 22-26a
Magnetic Forces 

Between Current Loops
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Magnetic Forces Between 
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The magnetic field produced by a circular loop of N turns, radius R, 
and current varies at different locations At the loop center it can beand current varies at different locations. At the loop center, it can be 
expressed as
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Solenoid

A Solenoid is an electric device in which a long wire wound into a 
succession of closely spaced loops with the geometry of a helix. 

A solenoid carrying a current can produce an intense, nearly uniformA solenoid carrying a current can produce an intense, nearly uniform 
magnetic field inside the loops, as shown in the figure. 

Outside the loop, the 
ti fi ld imagnetic field is so 

week compared with 
that the inside, so it is 
zero for the outsidezero for the outside 
(idealization case).

Figure 22-27
The Solenoid



Deriving magnetic field

Applying the Ampère’s Law to the 
loop (shown in the figure), we have
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The current enclosed by the 
rectangular circuit is NI, where N 
is the number of the loops. So we 
havehave
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Figure 22-28
Ampère’s Law and the Magnetic 

Field in a Solenoid



Magnetic Field of a SolenoidMagnetic Field of a Solenoid
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Where loop density n = N / L, is the number of loops per 
meter length .







Example 22-7 Through the Core of a Solenoid

A solenoid is 20.0 cm long, has 200 loops, and carries a current of 
3.25 A. Find the magnitude of the force exerted on a 15.0 uC charged 
particle moving at 1050 m/s through the interior of the solenoid at 
angle of 11.5° to the solenoid axis.

Example 22-7
Through the Core of a Solenoid
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